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SOUND-ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIAN 
MATERIALS: PART II
By S. c h a t TERJEE and N. DUT'l
a b s t r a c t . This paper is a conliimation of a previous one l)y (ho authors |Chalterjoc 
anil Dutt (1044)] and presents a theuretieal investigation of the soiiiKTabsorptioii dinractcri.stics 
of rigid pDtoiis materials based on tlie treatment given by J^ord Rayleigh. The nature of 
variation of sound-absorption eocflleient with angles of incidence ns well ns frequencies c»f sound 
wave incident on rigid porous surfaces of various charaeterislirs has been studied, The 
condition of total absorption has also been incorporated. The absorption coeiricient of a sample 
of jute sufacc has been calculated iheoretically from the dimensions and properties of the 
sample and a comparison has bcui made with the results obtained experimentally.
1 N T R O D U C T T O N
Sound waves strikiiiK on a plant; surface foimiiit; the boundary between 
two different media are generally divided into reflected and transniittcd portions, 
the amplitudes of which depend on the relative physical properties of the two 
media. If the l)omulary presents an unbroken solid or liquid surface, the 
amplitude of the reflected beam will predominate and only a minor portion of 
the energy will be found in the transmitted portion. If the surface is the 
boundary between air and a porous material a portion of the incident sound 
wave wouiil penetrate into the pores of the secoml medium. A.ssuming the 
pores to be capillary channels there will be degradation of sound energy due 
to the viscous action oi the air inside the pores. Thus in the case of porous 
bodies the amplitude of the reflected beam will be smaller due to the process of 
absorption.
The equation .showing the relation between the absorption coefficient at 
any angle of incidence for a sound of definite frequency on a porous surface 
with pores of definite radius and a definite ratio between unperforated and 
perforated area and the kinematic viscosity of gas in the pores and ratio of sp. 
heats of the gas has been shown in Paper I to be as follows :
8M { (2M=+ 1) ± y  4M'' + T }  cos e
{(2M“ -(- 2M cb.s 0 +  1) ± V4]\Th- i }" 
V a n a l i o n  oj A b s o r j > t i o n  H 'i ih  A n g l e  o j  I n c i d c i u  c
(i)
A graphical plot showing the relation between 0 and M is given in 
Fig. r. The factor M involves not only the characteristics of ihc surface but 
also the effect of different frequency of the sound wave. As the angle increases 
from normal incidence value =  the absoiption increases slowly, at first, 
and then more rapidly, it passes thiough a maximum value of unity and finally 
drops clown rapidly to zero at the grazing incidence (^=90'’).
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I he i asc of 7 oiul AhsorfUion
I lorn tit;. 1. It IS noted U>at loi a particular value of M there is always
,1.0 ak„,p ,io„ t ,. a U Z
value of 0 found as follows : upummii
Since a  ^ = J  -  ) ) .^ 'OS 6 -x^  [ ^
cos^H'x I * ' I, loc, cit.^
will be unity when the terms inside the bracket reduce to ze
(i+A') cos *^-.v = 0
, COsS =  ,v/lH-^.
.Substituting the value of .v
' zero.
cos (3= l ‘ M.“ + i)±  V-lM^+i' 
2M “ ~
[Paper I, loc. db]
. . .  ( 2 )
From (2) one gels M = 1) ± \/ (cos~j> + i)=' - s  cos'll
4 cos 6 ' • (3)
»ogotivo Sisns „ro«di„g ,1 .; , Z  u T d Z ,t Z o T T ”? i r Z t  Z o 'v a te  «
which the absorption would be unity. values at
When the term under the root sign becomes 
value given by . zero, M shall have only one
4 cos 0
and ,ha value of,he ,™gle« for which ther. is ouly „„e value of M a, which
absorption is unity is given as follows :
(cos*tf + 1 )* -  8 cos®6= 0 ; or cos 6'=o';414 ; or ^=65“3i'.
For the angle of incidence the numerical value of M at which unity
absorption takes place is given by
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4 cos"'  ^ ' ^ =0.70;
z shows the variation of the values of (cos'Vy h i)’" —s cos"^ ? with
It is noted from the curve that 
ouly for angles of incidence 
greatei than 65 31^  the term 
under the lool sign in equation
(3) is positive, and consequently 
there will be two real values of 
M at which the absorption will 
attain unity. For angles of 
incidence less than 65°3i' 
the term (cos^ ?^ + i)“ — 8 cos“  ^
becomes negative and consc' 
quently M becomes a complex term, but from the definition, M is real and 
condition of unity absorption has been deduced by taking M to be real. 
So for any angle 6< less than 65°3i' absori>tion can never attain unity value, 
but it attains a peak value lower than unity for a particular value of ]\I which 
can be determined by differentiating the expression (i) indicating the relation 
between and M and equating the result to zero.
Differentiating equation (i)
=  { (aM® + 2M cos e + 1) ± V4M^ + i)'"*
8 cos 6*{(2M® + i ) ± V 4M* + J } + 8M cos / {^4M ±
i6M “
2\/4M* + r.
8M cos 0{2M* + i )±  V4M^ + 1 }  X a{(2M* + 2M cos 0 + i)±  V4M^ + i }
i6M '^ I
(4M + 2  cos & +  •" ~ I
( 2V 4M'’ + i '
{(2M^ + 2M COS S +1) ± \/4M^ + ] 
This reduces to
%  « 8  cos 
dM
4M^ cos + 1 + 2 V4M^ + I ± (4^^ + ij ±
16M ’  cos 0 
\/4M* + i
4M^ -  2M cos T aM cos 6 ^
i6M'* ■ +-----
8M+
\^ 4M  ^+ i \/4M‘* + i J,'
/
{(2M® +  2M cos +  i ) ±  V4M* + l } “ -
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Putting = 0  one finds 
tiM
8 cos 6 4M^ cos I ±2V  4M^+ I ±(4M ^+ i )±
i6M '’ cos 6
v'4M* + 1
or
or
•k.A , ,  -  i . r  r ..............  -  i6M '’ _  SM"*4M^ -  aM cos 0 + 2j\I cos  ^V 4M’ -f 1 + : h------ : -- „
^4^1^ + 1 V4M* + i
( . + oM^ + i)
(2M^~i)-; 2M cos + 1) + —  + (sM''* I-1} +
( v/4M^ + t
2M cos B faM^ ® 'I 'j) ! 
V 4M ^+r )
(aM®^  —i)s=o.
M =  ^ =0,707.
•J 2
Thus for angles of incidence lower than 65'’ 3 i' absorption cocfBcieiit attains 
a peak value for a value of M =  i/V 2  at which absorpliou just attains unity 
at the critical angle of incidence of 65°3i'.
Variaiioii of A bsorpiioii iibih the vciiuc of M
In order to examine the nature of absorption for diflerent values of M, a 
graph has been idotled to indicate the relation of absorption and iV . Hefc one 
finds a family of curves for diflerent angles of incidence. Since the values of M 
extend over a very large range it was thought fit to plot the values of M on a 
logarithim scale. This is shown in Fig. 3.
The Fig. 3 shows that the absorption factor is related to the value of M, 
such that for the same angle of incidence there are two values of M at which 
equal values of absorption is attained and these two values arc symmetrical with 
respect to the value of M at which peak absorption is found.
Taking M i=M o/« and M2 =  «Mo and subsiituting the value of Mo as 
1/V 2  one finds for Mi
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SMo M„'
M o! +2^12-
i j t  + i | o
V  o'*
cos  ^+ 1
2^
+  I ^
\
and for Ms
 ^ — 8»Mq{(2»^Mo^ H- i )+ 1}  cos O
{(2U®Mo“ + 2«Mo cos</+i)±  +
Both these expressions reduce to
4 v' 2 n{(n^ + i) ±  ^ }■ cos ^
{(w® + V a n  cos 0 + 1)  T V «  ^+ i P
The peak value of absorption is found to be at M„ for angles of incidence less 
than that of the critical value of 0, i.c., 6s“3i'.
For angles higher than that of the critical value of 0 the peak values are 
attained for two other values of M. In these cases, a depression of absorption is 
shown at Mo value. As the angle of incidence increases the peaks are separated 
further apart and the depression is more marked. At the grazing incidence the 
entire range of value for M reduces to zeio.
It may be pointed out in this connection that when the dissipation is 
negligible one would get a simplified expression for total absorption as has been 
shown by Rayleigh (1920).
In this case taking amplitude of reflection to be B one gets
B + 1 0- + cr' cos 0
and then the condition of unity absorption,
B =  o
. cr
cos cr + cr' I +gives
A  eiapUcal pl«l of . . “ i - B *  for different values of « and f  is given in Fig. 4.
^ i s  shows that even for normal inddenee one would get total absorption
which is not realised in practice. Paris (tpe?) from the ^ sid e ra tto n  of
aeonsuc impedance has shown that under no condition one would get maximum
absorption at normal incidence.
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Vaiiulion of ag ivilh Frequency of Sound Wave and Physical Prof'erlies
of Ihc Sample
Tlie general equation ( i) does not give a direct relation between a.a and 
frequency of the sound wave /. A direct relation between and /.can be 
obtained as follows :
We have - M =  ^ — — , say,
r V 27r/ s/ f
where S is the factor depending on the surface condition of the sample.
Therefore S = 5k t 4 - ^ .
r>J zn
Substituting the values of v and 7 for air we have
S = o '3 6 i i^ .
Thus S depends only on the nature of the surface of the sample that is on 
porosity and radius of the pores, and is constant for a particular sample. Let S  
be termed the ‘Surface factor' of the sample.
Substituting —  for M in equation (i) we have
^  /
SS i (  2S® 
v'
cos 0
aS^ . 2S ^
+ — cos p + 1
V /  * ± V-4^ -hi
Simplifying
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(4)
"^0 =
/ { (sS® + f) ± W  cos
{(28^ + 28 \/ / cos (9 + /) ± v + /^}^
For normal incidence 0 equals o'’ , this reduces to
4 S \ / J _____
2S^-  ^ 2 S v^ T h-/
Eq. (4) gives a direct relation between absori:>tion and surface condition of 
the sample and frequency and angle of incidence of the sound wave.
The Nature of S
I'he minimum value of the ‘ ‘ Sur'ace factor S, which a substance can 
have, occurs when the value of of the substance is minimum and r, the radius 
of the pores, is maximum. Eel us assume the njiniinum value of  ^ to be o .i,
i.c., when about 90% of the surface is perforated. (As the Rayleigh’s equation 
was deduced with the assumption that the pores were moderately small, less than 
0*025 cm. diameter, to allow complete dissipation of sound energy into heat 
through viscous action in channels into which the sound waves penetrate), one 
can accept the maximum value of r to be about 0.012 cm. 'i'he minimum value 
of surface factor S  conies near about 33.
When the pores are very small (say r=o .oo i cm.) and the area of the 
unperforated surface is comparatively larger than that of the perforated surface 
(say ^ = 10 ), so that 90% of the surface is unperforated, S  has fairly large value 
near about 4000.
In practice porous surface can be obtained having surface factor varying 
from 33 to values more than 4000.
5 (^ 1 >^1 d and c) show the variation of with /, for substances 
of diflerent values of S  at various angles of incidence. It is seen that for all 
angles of incidence, substances having moderate values of A' have a region of 
maximum absorption within the audio frequency band. As the value of S 
gradually increases the region of maxiinuin absorption gradually shifts towards 
higher frequency till it is beyond the audio frequency band. Thus substances 
having liigh value of .S show no selective absorption within audio frequency
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IkuuI iJud Iheir absorption simply goes on imreusing w ith freiiueney. For a 
particular value of .S', the fieciueiicy at which inaxiniuui absorption takes place 
is constant for all angles of incidence less than b5°3i'and for angles greater 
than 65'’ 3 1 ' minima lakes place at that frequency.
It is seen from the curves that in general tlie lower the value of .S', the 
greater is its absorbing Power. In other words the sound absorption coefficient 
is higher when the diameter of pores lies within a certain prescrilwd limit and 
the proportion of the perforated area of the surface is higher.
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, 'I'he absorption cociffkieiits of some porous materials at different angles of 
incidence and freriuencics of sound wave have been experimentally determined 
(See Paper 1).
The variation of absoiptioii coefficient with 0 for one of these materials 
(Jute surface) at different frequencies is shown in Fig. 6. The nature of the 
curve agrees witli the curves theoretically deduced as shown in Fig. i.
F k ;. 6
In order to determine the absorption coefficient of any sample from the 
theoretical formula, a knowledge of the surface factor X of the sample is 
essential. X involves the determination of S  ' the radius of the pores and ‘  ^ * 
the latio.of the imperforated to the perforated surface of the sample.
I'he values of S  ’ and ‘  ^ ’ of the sample formed by jute fibres were found 
from a microscopical study of the surface ; * r ’ was measured directly by means 
of the miscroscope and the value of ‘ ' was calculated from a measurement of
the diameter of the fibres and^the number of fib es per unit area. As the values 
of ' r ' and ‘  ^ * are slightly different at various portions of the surface a mean 
of a large number of readings was taken.
The average values of r  aud g  for the jute sample were found to be 
approximately Jo i cm. and T respectively so that the surface factor of the jute 
sample came out to be about 40. In order to compare the deductions of the 
theoretical formula with the observational data the relation of the absorption
coefficieut of jute sanjple at au angle of incidence of 30"^  foi’ various fix^queiicits 
has been considered. On plotting the data in 7 one finds that for lower
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values of frequencies there is a very fair degree of agreement between the 
theoretical value and the experimental results. But for tlie higher frequencies 
it is noted that the experimental curve of absorption is lower than the tlieoretical 
one. Further one finds that the maximum value of 0.88 is attained at 3000 c.p.s. 
according to the theoretical calculations. The experimental result, however, 
shows the maximum at a much lower frequency, namely 512 c.p.s., and the peak 
value of absorption is 0 83.
Such a divergence for higher frequencies requires an explanation. It may 
be remarked in this connexion that our theoretical formula was deduced from 
the consideration namely that the unperforaled portion of the surface consists 
of rigid elements indicating* that energy incident on this portion is definitely 
reflected at the solid boundary. Bui if these boundaries are of a resilient nature 
it is quite possible that some portion of energy i.s transmitted at this boundary 
before they arc reflected. For low frequencies this lime element does not play 
a significant role, but for higher frequencies the yielding nature of the fibre has 
a tendency to absorb the incident energy and the absorption will Ijc afiecled by 
the reflected portion occurring after a definite interval. Iii that case the 
experimentally determined value of absorption will be lower for higher frequencies 
and the peak value of absorption will attain for the value of frequency at 
which the time lag factor is minimum. So absorption coefficient attains a 
reduced value at a lower frequency.
This aspect of the fibre regarding its yielding nature requires a closer study*
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Here one may also expect certain variation between the phases of the incident 
and reflected waves due to yielding nature of the fibre.
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